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About Ants Publications
Ants stands for (A)nswers (N)onsense (T)ruthfully and the "s"
pluralize(s) and stands for repeatedly. Ken Koskinen is the founder
of Ants Publications and this site is currently a vehicle to post his
writings; but eventually others may also be able to contribute.
Ken writes academic essays, books, poetry and some short comedy
pieces. His writing is not well suited for certain individuals.
He does not for example accept the teachings of any major world
religion. There are many myths and teachings that are nonsense
and he writes factual rebuttals. He exercises the freedom of the
press but it isn't his intention to offend others. Please do not
read his material if you aren't open-minded.
"Hi, I'm Ken Koskinen.

Welcome to the world of Ants
Publications. Much on this page
was taken from my home web
page: http://antspub.com

NEW & COMING
Check this box out on my
website. It's intended to
inform visitors of any new
additions to the site and to keep
you up-to-date on what's on the
planning boards. It also keeps
repeat visitors, who have surfed
all the sections before,
informed. Visitors can simply
view any new additions. You
can also subscribe to our
website RSS Feed.
A GRAND BEGINNING!
To celebrate the launching of
my website I've posted my
ebook "What I Told My Son
About the Bible: Things the
Clergy Doesn't Want You to
Know." It's about 185 pages of
entertaining and informative

Ken primarily writes from a scientific mode of mind. This means
his information processing leads with reason and observation but
intuition and emotion assist. When he writes serious essays and
books he uses the persona, "Ken Koskinen." When he writes
poetry he's "The Naked Psalmist." When he writes comedy he
takes on one of several personae such as "Ken the Wildman" or
"SureFoot Helms."
People who want to discuss the issues and themes raised on this
site are invited to log on to the Ants FORUM. It might take time
to attract some traffic to the venue but "big things always grow
from small beginnings." You can also post your opinions and/or
questions in Comments.
All downloads are free of charge. The plan is to make all posted
writings available to anyone who wants them. Even if some people
are short of cash they can still learn from and enjoy them.
Hopefully others will make donations. Keep in mind Ants
Publications isn't a registered charity and therefore cannot
send receipts for tax deduction purposes.

discussions between a
scholarly Father "Dad" and his
intellectually gifted son, an
early teen named "Charlie."
When Charlie asks Dad about
the Bible the fun begins.
Dad informs him of the opposite
point-of-view of the
modern clergy. You will
encounter scriptural
contradictions, failed
prophecies, historic and
archaeological evidence that
doesn't support the Bible. You
will also learn how the clergy
tries to make their religions
more believable by taking
verses out-of-context, ignoring
modern science & reforming the
data to conform to their ideas
about the Bible.
In the process readers will also
learn about how the Bible came
into being. It's written from
Dad's perceptive and he is a
tenured professor, teaching
Biblical studies from a rational
and scientific perspective at
"Forevermore College!" Down
loaders be forewarned ... this
ebook is a mind blower!
To stay abreast of new poetry,
comedy & science articles: Go To:

http://antspub.com

About the Author
I was born in Helsinki, Finland but immigrated with my family to
Toronto, Canada when I was about 2 -1/3 years old. My Finnish given
name is "Jarmo Olavi Koskinen" but I use the English nickname "Ken"
Koskinen. I'm a naturalized Canadian and have lived most of my life in
Ontario, Canada. I studied at Centennial & Niagara Colleges in Ontario
but earned my BSc. at Ambassador College in Pasadena, California. I
majored in psychology but also studied history and biblical subjects.
I love to write. As a writer my goals are to inform/educate,
stimulate/challenge and inspire/entertain readers. I write serious pieces
as well as some comedy. Over the last several years I have taken a great
interest in science with an emphasis on physics & cosmology. I am
currently writing my first science book, "The Big Vibe: Steps Towards a
Theory of Everything." In this work I hope to add to the quilt of
theoretical science. I do not currently plan to make it available on this
site since I hope to publish with a scientific book publisher. However
you can learn more about current unsolved scientific mysteries by
reading my posted essays.
I enjoy working out with the 1/2" thick steel cable skipping rope I
invented, "The Skip Walker/Jogger." I use it to skip walk; that is, I skip
rope while walking for several miles. You can view my video of me
skip walking. I've also written the lyrics to a light country/rock song
"The Unemployment Line." I'm neither a musician nor a good singer but
you can view me singing the song, without accompaniment. I hope
somebody with some real talent, like Billy Ray Cyrus, contacts me and
puts music to it and turns it into the next big hit! I've also invented a
very good carpet cleaning detergent and a skin cream that helps to clear
up blemishes and outbreaks. It is also a good topical dressing
on burns. Both of these products are in the research and development
stage.
I love nature, comedy, good food and beer. I also love to learn and enjoy
the mystical awareness and feeling of being alive while exploring &
experiencing life within "All That Is!" It is the ―everything‖ in which we
have our being!
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The ATI Realization was the
first of a series of poems I
wrote via the persona ―The
Naked Psalmist.‖ I was
awestruck by the realization
that my life was a mere speck
within the greater being of ―All
That Is.‖
I was also impressed by the
awareness of my mortality but
bolstered by the hope that there
might be something more ...
within the vastness of ATI!

The ATI Realization!
ATI,** I only exist since you do. It's within you I live! This knowing is
also your gift!
You're my inspiration but my existence is my burden. It's the weight of
my life that I must carry ... but at least for a short time my candle burns
vigorously. Only I know my flame will fade! This knowing is also your
gift.
My existence is also my joy, sorrow and pain. It gives me a glimpse of
the light of today and a hopeful taste of tomorrows ... of another but
never seen, very distant land ... a dream world called Forevermore!
This knowing is also your gift!
I don't know who I am or what my existence means ... I only know I
hope for more! It's my only prayer before I perish ... everything else I
imagine has no meaning! As then ... I'm only like a wave destined
to crash on a distant shore. Or as a drop among many that fell like rain
from beyond the sky and blended within an ocean of non-being. This
knowing is also your gift.
Even so ... whatever is ... and still ... you are my friend and fellow
being! I can do no other than to acknowledge and revere you ... in all
your Glory! This knowing is also your gift!
** ATI means ―All That Is‖
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. The Naked Psalmist!
Nov. 1, 2008
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I wrote “When I Woke Up” to
illustrate how the hassles &
concerns of daily life can dominant
our attention. Yet at all times, the
main reality plays in the
background. We exist within ATI &
our human lives pass like the grains
of sand in an hour glass. The day
arrives when the last grain drops.
What we do while we're here is
more important than the simple &
passive act of believing.

When I Woke Up
A Psalm About Sleep & Much More!

Darkness had won, life left me! I was no more. Yet, light
pierced the peace as an arrow through a door. I was in a
most uncertain fog; just as the morning dawn floods the
night my flame slowly turned to light. Something in me
thinks, “Who am I? Where am I? Was that a bird that flew
by?”
It's only then I realized I love darkness as much as light.
We are all entitled to believe things How great was that unconscious fight? I didn't fear; it was
but beliefs by nature aren't proven.
so peaceful, so at one, no need, no worry, no tear! Yet
If you could objectively prove it
wakefulness has brought me back to the lie. I must rush to
then you would simply know.
However, a belief can in hind-sight follow yesterday's list of more! Run quickly out the door;
turn out to have been correct. Until
punch the card, go to the machines, hear the bosses and
proven there isn't anyway you can
chore!
know it since there are many
Life is so demanding; it's not all mine. Yet sleep pulls
different ways to fill in the blanks
down the blind so I don't hear the clock ticking time.
of missing information. However a
Sometimes when I'm tired I think: “Death may be dear; it
belief can give one a ―feeling of
will stop the rush.‖ But later, after a sleep's rest delays the
knowing‖ but this isn't the same as
knowing after something has
chime I feel refreshed. Then I think, “The colder slumber
been verified.
might end the fuss, but I'd much rather stay & cuss! Things
can change if I take a chance and learn a dance.”
―Actions speak louder than beliefs.‖
Then I woke up, but not from sleep. I realized to strive is
What we do in the world affects
right but there's a finish line. Some rely on Moses,
others and therefore actions
Buddha, Jesus or Mohammed but it doesn't matter what we
are more important than beliefs
alone.
think they said. Their words are gone and have joined the
dead. What we read, as good as it is, was written by others
who changed the rhymes and invented times. You might
think this leaves us in the cold but we're not alone. We live
in an ―everything‖ called ATI*. It is one thing you don't
have to believe; just open your eyes and see.
Mistakes are part of life but good deeds have a longer
reach; they can make up for many a miss. It's not about
where you come from or whether you're rich. That's all left
at death's door but spirit comes in different hues. A

hypocritical life and words without works darkens the
color of your parting flame. Don't be deceived. What you
do is more important than what you believe!
*ATI means ―All That Is‖
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist!‖
Nov. 7, 2008
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When I wrote “Do We Survive?”
the possibility of surviving after the
death of the body was very much on
my mind. Although I can't say an
after-life is proven there are still
many good reasons that bolsters
hope. It could very well be that ATI
has much more in store for us!

Do We Survive?
A Psalm of Speculation, Wonder & Hope!

How am I made? How did I arrive? When young, I learned
of Mom and Dad but long gone is the time they had. I use
fuel and excrete waste, but so do machines. My body is
warm, only my fire has no flame, yet my light still burns!
It makes me wonder. Does my consciousness depend
solely on mater that churns?
How do I really reside. If I'm a contraption, there's none
that compare. Will I perish when it's beyond repair? What
of ghosts who rattle chains at night? It makes me wonder
... are they only wayward fears in sight, rushing home
before dawn's light? People speak of seeing ghostly ships,
marching soldiers and other such themes. If they're
only hallucinations, why do people see the same dreams?
Maybe they're some kind of imprinted holograms that replay scenes.
There are other strange things. Some fly like birds off
operation tables while they're completely anesthetized. It's
a plumber's fear, can brains spring leaks? It's so dark, how
do souls take peaks? How do they know what the doctors
did, what the nurses said and of events in distant rooms? It
makes me wonder. People don't fly or walk through walls,
can they? And I've never seen a Star Trek transporting
machine!
If everything is only a dance of particles, what are my
thoughts? Where do their atoms hide? Why can't I touch or
see them? How do I think on the chariot I ride? It makes
me wonder. Are there particles who know they're here!?
How spooky, it must be rare. But, maybe things aren't all
molecular and our minds are way more spectacular!
Some scientists say even particles won't last, in time the

world will ruin. What if things aren't as they appear?
Maybe the universe is somehow alive. If so, then it's not
only we inside! This makes an opposite point of view.
When flesh is gone, maybe spirits furlong but I guess the
mystery persists. Will we know more when we get through
the last foggy mist?
When death strikes a home, things are never quite the
same. We bury the still but lonely hearts still cry. It might
seem long, but stay strong and listen for the piper's calling.
Some who have journeyed through the tunnel claim a
bright light appears, love is in the air & old souls come to
sight. Many who nearly died tell the same tale, but some
speak of a different flight. Things are missing and
questions persist; so for now I will say: “Death is the
second door that faces the born, an exit that quenches
pain. I don't aim to deceive but there are good reasons to
believe there's more; yet the details still resist. People pass
on but it's clear, hope doesn't have to die!”
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist‖
Nov. 11, 2008 (Remembrance Day and/or Veterans Day)
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When I wrote “ATI, You're
Here!” I was preoccupied with the
notion that for various reasons none
of the world's major religions
work for me. Many others
find meaning and purpose within
one of these forms; but my path is
honed more by reason and
observation.

ATI, You're Here!
I don't know if Brahma sat, while Shiva danced and Krishna pranced
or what they do at wakes. Hindus pray to hundreds of gods who are
never far away. They say cows are also holy but to my surprise,
these gods are pestered by flies. They chew cud and speak in
tongues, no one can say. I only know, ATI you’re here.
I don't know about Moses. It's said he climbed the mystery mount.
God shook his finger and lightning flashed and thunder crashed as
his law was written down. Why were there slaves who were sold and
were forced to toil? If all are God's children, why were some stained
by mixed blood and told they had to go? And why were youths who
merely rebelled, brutally killed with stones? How could it have
come from thy? As even say I, There is a finer way! I only know,
ATI you're here.
I don't know about Buddha. While he sat under a tree he found some
fine keys. His smile is wide and his belly is broad and some say he
must be god. He reincarnates but more than one and only as males,
you see. But the enchanted land got scarred, when some were
barred. People had squealed, ―There are too many Buddhas around
here. How can we tell whose real?‖ I only know, ATI you’re here.
I don't know about Jesus. Where does his dead body dwell? After
the Temple fell, why didn't he land on Jerusalem's olive hill? They
looked for the signs on earth, sea and sky, for angels and the
trumpet, but none were seen. It doesn't look as in the book but
believers changed all that. Herod's house be hanged, the other signs
are taking time ... nearly 2,000 years? Satan is blamed and their
mantras the same: ―Can't you tell? The time is here, the world is
going to hell!‖ I only know, ATI you're here.
I don't know about Mohammed. While he strolled in the wild he saw
a vision of things to come. After he went on his knees it started the
war that united the desert tribes. The blood that flowed didn't show,
as ink dried on the Koran. It wasn’t too long before his earthly cloak
was rung. He took a great ride, high up in the sky and slowly faded
away. The Muslims have veiled their women since; so now the men
can't see. I only know, ATI you're here.
Crowds delight about humans so bright; they get blinded by tall

tales! The halls are filled with people and laughter as promises heal
their shame. The clergy stays busy, passing hats in every room
they've framed. I shouldn't be blamed if I'm not the same and only
know, ATI you're here!
Ken Koskinen a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist‖
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While in the process of writing
what eventually became “Does
Editing Ever End?” I was
frustrated by how many times I
was editing it and my other
poetry and essays. In fact the
date I place on all of my works
is the beginning date. Each
work has undergone numerous
changes. Some were even
major; such as, to a completely
different theme.
I realized that I'm in good
company. Almost all of the
great artists did much editing.
One can even say a large part of
creativity stems from the
process of making changes!
Later I realized humans also
arrived on the scene on the
wake of trillions of changes
within ATI! Millions of species
no longer exist. ATI is a great
editor. How cool is that?

Does Editing Ever End?
Some say artists are blessed with a third eye, hidden deep inside.
It’s one that makes others cry. But how does the Cyclops window
work? Some say the muses give it light and others say it’s an
imagination quirk. But I don’t know how it’s so, but it’s not all
magic, on one make!
What is it that made Michael Angelo stand on a creaky scaffold
that swayed? Imagine him up so high, fighting fear as he forged his
changing dream. It is said he was a sculptor who disliked the brush.
Yet in a rain of plaster and paint he stroked a great scene. As he
wiped away his tears, he fused images of people, angels, and Thee.
The Sistine ―pic‖ is world class but how did it become like that?
There were times Michael thought, this figure is fine. But a strange
face appeared in the morning bright. “It doesn’t fit the scheme!”
He had no choice and wiped it clean. Again and again, he sweats
for four long years. Even the master’s fate didn’t dry, on one ache!
Ludwig van Beethoven had the composer’s faith. When he lost his
hearing the orchestra was still, it didn’t make a sound. It was then
he composed wild and made music’s compass spin. Yet at times he
tore what can’t be found. Some treble clefs and notes were great,
but new ones popped in place. At the end, Beethoven’s funeral was
his longest line. It still plays and so his music hasn’t died. It
doesn’t happen, on one create!
I could write of Homer, Shakespeare, Keats, Yeats, Emerson,
Thoreau and other such mates; but the story is quite the same. They
birthed great tales but truth is finer than the fable: “Erasers are
busier than the best of quills!” Who will become the next great
bard? I can only say whoever strives must toil with the bin. Great
works never come to life, on one gestate.
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist‖ November 19, 2008
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When I wrote “Does Everything
Change?” I was amazed by the
notion that every known thing
changes. Things breakdown, decay
and/or interact with other things to
form new compounds, etc. As I
wondered whether there was
anything that doesn't change; finally
a new picture emerged.
Since ATI is the totality then there
isn't anything that can enter into it
since there isn't anything outside of
it. All changes must occur within
ATI but ―the everything” cannot
change. It also means that ATI must
be eternal or infinite. It's cool to
think about it!

Does Everything Change?
Is there anything that doesn’t change? All I know is in
flux. The winds blow, the dust churns; clouds drift and
fade as hail, sleet, rain & snow. The seasons are shown by
the changes made. Spring brings renewed life. In summer
it flourishes, fall brings the harvest and winter is dormant.
Everything changes.
The moon yearly inches away, as earth’s continents slowly
drift. Mountains are raised as valleys fill; it’s the shaking
world that causes the thrill. Asteroids, meteoroids and
comets flash by. We have found the print of one that gave
the dinosaurs their last kiss. We hope the next ones miss.
Everything changes.
Nebula float in the coldness of space and some hatch stars;
but over time these fizz, some after a bright nova light.
Dark matter, whatever you are? You glue together
galaxies. It’s all for naught, since galaxies crash and are
torn apart. Dark energy you make the universe expand at
an increasing pace, but why the flurry? Where are you
going in such a hurry? Everything changes.
My cells aren’t still. Daily some die as new ones get in
line. Still, I don’t look the same. My skin wrinkles, some
of my hair’s gone, and what’s left turns gray. My
shoulders curve … as my body slowly shrinks. My face
has new spots, knees hurt and my vision is blurred. Why
the bother, why the pain? Nothing remains the same!
I knew romance and thought it was love. How is it that
she’s gone? I have friends and family but some have
passed on. I know that someday, I’ll make the move. What
then? … No one is sure! Will I live in some other way? I
used to go to church but I saw through the game. The

words are plenty but they don’t say the same. Everything
changes.
All That Is whoever you are, what’s up with the merry-goround? Do you have a place where love remains; a place
where fools like me can rest from the plight? I’ve heard of
a land called Forevermore. It said to be at the edge of
night. An angelic voice softly speaks, “Just listen to the
light! Stay calm you won’t hear anymore … the beatific
silence is bright. The swirls within ATI created you and
me but its fullness doesn’t change!”
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist‖
November 24, 2008

The Angel picture on this page is from:
http://www.angelfire.com/realm/angells/angelpics/graphs2.html
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“Some Years Ago” is generally
speaking an autobiographical
poem. When I was much
younger I went through the
process of losing my
religion. I eventually gained a
new perspective which I call
―ATIism.‖ It's a great
inspiration in my life. I lead by
reason & observation but
intuition and emotion assists. I
do not put former humans on
God-like pedestals. No one or
thing can compare to ATI. And
yes ... I enjoy numerous
mystical moments meditating
on the wonders of life within
“All That Is.”
Jesus failed to come back
within the lifespan of his own
generation. Over the centuries
people have mistakenly claimed
the New Testament says or
means he was going to come
back in their time. These
―interpretations or
new prophecies‖ have been
repeatedly shown to be false.
Today there are more books and
articles than ever on the same
theme. However, you cannot
predict the future based on
failed prophecies.

Some Years Ago
Some years ago, I believed the kingdom was neigh. People were to flee
to the mountains … before Jerusalem’s great fight. Jesus would arrive
on clouds and save them on their darkest night. The faithful would meet
in the sky and confer with angels, how cool! Jesus would pass out
crowns and together we’d rule. The thousand year perfection would start
very soon!
Then I read the book again. What I believed, it didn’t say. Jesus gave his
promises and the season but it was for the people of his day. As Herod’s
house fell, it rang the final bell. It had been the lead-in reason for the
prophecy on the olive hill. All the signs were sown together but when
that generation passed, the quilt was torn in half. Patches were sold,
even today. The fakes look real but the colors aren’t the same.
My church friends wanted me to read it again. “Look at what Daniel,
Mathew, Mark & Luke tell; and the temple really fell!” “Yes, in 70 A.D.
but the trumpet didn’t blow and Jesus failed to show. Buildings can only
topple once; so it can’t happen as was told!” “Satan’s made you cold,”
they dismayed. “Who, may I ask, are deceivers; Lucifer, Satan,
Beelzebub or true believers?”
As I stumbled alone, the last shackles broke. I felt something stir within.
Even if all religions fail … the universe is right! The sun still shines and
the days furlong, there’s more to explore! The wind blows and life still
flows, and though we are born to die, the universe started there and life
is here. The mysteries deepened & now I know why… We live within
all that be, an ―everything‖ called ATI.*
Just open your eyes. Watch the ―old one‖ whom Einstein and Hawking
crowned. Our planet emerged off the Big Bang wreck. The earth is a
rare pearl, sparking blue and white and it’s strung around Darwin’s thick
neck. Some atoms it appears have learned how to think. It must be so, if
we’re on a molecular trek!
Science is grand, but some say in Plato’s cave plays the oldest band.
Their jazz sways, “This world is a shadow and there’s another land.
The music doesn’t die; just listen to its chime.” It sounds like another
myth but I’ll wait and see. Even if I want it so, I’ll still let reason be and
won’t believe in failed prophecies.

*ATI means ―All That Is‖
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist‖
December 02, 2008

Photo of the Mount of Olives: This is just outside of Jerusalem. It's the
place where Jesus gave his prophecies regarding the end of the age to
some of his disciples. It is also the area where he was expected to land
on his return. He failed to show, as clearly predicted, within the lifespan
of his generation. Churches have tried to re-interpret it all ever since
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When I wrote “Earth, My
Dear Mother!” I was
pondering how many different
elements had to have coalesced
in order for our planet to have
formed and for life to have
begun & evolved. After billions
of years of random changes we,
the Homo Sapiens, finally
appeared.

Earth, My Dear Mother!

How nice of you Earth, My Dear Mother in that you fall around our star
at a distance so we don't burn or freeze. It allows liquid water, vapor and
ice to be. It's the Goldilocks zone that gave life a home. ―We've tried
others but awe ... this planet is just right!‖
How nice of you Mother Earth in that you float an ozone blanket in the
sky. It blocks the ultra violet rays that can damage DNA & kill cellular
life.
How nice of you Mother Earth that you turn about your axis. It causes
Earth might be a rare kind of
your molten belly to spin and creates the magnetic field that deflects
planet but perhaps there are
dangerous cosmic rays. Without this shield life couldn't have
others where sentient beings
flourished and the lands would be barren.
also dwell. In any case we know How nice of you Mother Earth that your hot core also gives you
we're here and the Earth is
geological life. It causes your plates to move, the earth to quake and
our very precious home!
volcanoes to flare. How terrible you think! Do we need a shaky world?
If it weren't so, there couldn't be any land-based complex-life and we
wouldn't be.
How nice of you Earth, My Dear Mother that we can behold your
awesome charms. We're stunned by the color of the sky when the great
fire goes below and bewildered as the night stars wink a cosmic hello.
Only to see the grandeur of a new morn that lights up the sky.
How nice of you Mother Earth that from your perch we see the moon's
light. Your large satellite silently moves like a great torch and it keeps
your wobbles low. Without your partner's embrace your axis would
teeter. At one time there could be tropics at the poles & ice sheets at the
center. At another, the climates would shift. Our planet could not have
given creatures a stable home. It's unlikely we would be.
How nice of you Mother Earth that you also speak to the sun and put
bows of colors in the sky. Awe, you're a clever lady. An artist without
compare!
How nice of you Mother Earth that when the sun has a prance you make
light dance. Your auroras swiftly flash wavy sheets of colored reams.
They're here; no there, they're gone, no here! It takes my breath away
and causes me to gulp refreshing air.
How nice of you Earth, My Dear Mother to be the home I love. A place
so full of life: plants & animals, some big and others tiny, and people of
many brands.
Now nice of you Mother Earth to make snow, hail, and sleet that whitens
the lands. You also send the rain that awakens seeds to break soil. It
becomes food for creatures, like me and thee.

How nice of you Mother Earth to give us medicines we use to treat the
sick. They quiver as they whirl so doctors unwittingly follow a
geomancer's scheme. To cure is to use a remedy that will realign their
twirl. To spin as smoothly as you, is the dream.
How nice of you Mother Earth to provide us with trees and stones. These
become materials we use in our homes. We pump black crude from your
belly that keeps us warm and moves our machines. The gold, copper and
diamonds also came up in ancient magma flows. We dig the iron and
coal we use to temper steel so we can even scrape the sky. Now some
live and work so high they watch white pillows floating by.
How nice of you Earth, My Dear Mother to have mixed the recipe that
lives. In the long lost past ingredients came floating by. Comets,
asteroids & meteoroids pierced your breath; as you were kissed
thousands of times, cosmic sparks filled the skies. As molecules swirled
and lightning flashed, it caused a dash. The buzz came alive undersea,
and in time some forgotten waves beached it upon the shores.
How nice of you Mother Earth to be sturdy where I stand, yet the
continents still drift upon thick bubbling stew. The land masses slowly
move at the rate our finger nails grow. As you shake, spew and absorb ...
you stir the cauldrons that brew fate. A mount of buried fossils attests
that when one scene ends another begins; but how many can you make?
How nice of you Mother Earth in that you endured so many mass
extinctions, at least five. Each one cleared the way for a new burst of
life. Had the dinosaurs not been swept aside, large land birds and later
giant mammals could not have become the new lords. It made a route for
hominines to come about, including later ones like we. Even if it was all
a random crap shoot, how much luck could there be? The serendipity is
remarkable! It’s as if ATI* loaded the dice that slowly paved our way.
How nice of you Mother Earth that you've given up the secret of your
fate. Even after Homo sapiens are petrified and added to the tinder you're
destined to become a cinder, absorbed in a swollen red sun. Long before
your last dawn our descendants must fly off in search of another berth.
They'll be lucky to stumble upon another jewel like you, our very
precious Earth!
*ATI means ―All That Is‖
Ken Koskinen a.k.a. ―The Naked Psalmist‖ June 6, 2009
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I wrote “A Tsunami Took My Son
Away” in memory of my son
Chuck. He died tragically due to a
fire arms accident. He had just
started attending the John Hopkins
School of Law in Illinois and was
pursuing his dream of becoming a
lawyer. He put a lot living into his
almost 24 years of life and he's
greatly missed!

A Tsunami Took My Son Away
It could have been an accident, illness or more but one dark
night a tsunami took my son away. We couldn’t hold him back,
like the wind he was always in flight. He was tough and didn’t
bend to fear but he couldn’t win this fight. He was a great
young lad, so full of life and almost too bright. He’d argue the
Moon is made of cheese and made some believe. Someday, a
great lawyer he could really be. Now, he's not around but can
be found, in the reflection of tears and in the mirror of
memories .
Death is very creative; it makes heroes of those who pass. It
takes care to clean our thoughts of kin and puts out fires from
the past. The renowned give the reaper many more chores.
Socrates, Buddha, Jesus, Mohammed, Elvis, Jackson & more
didn’t have a flaw! “How great they were, not a single scorn!”
It’s always the same; myths get mixed with the born. Their
legends live long after their fantasies are shorn.
My son was born outside the gates of fame. He strove but only
when he was best. In his youth he rebelled and made revelry.
He wore his hair long; pierced his tongue & ear and dressed in
wild tie-dyed colored clothes that didn’t fit. He smoked,
listened to rock music, liked blonds and drank good wine.
Alone he hitched a ride to the rave that raised the 60’s from the
grave. The Woodstock remake was very gay but the flowers
were lost along the way. When my son jumped off the stage to
body surf the crowd, a thief stole his money and ID.
When he grew, he groomed and changed his costume. “Who is
the respectful stranger who walked into the room?” He was
seen at church and in law school class chasing fleeting dreams.
He pecked keys and stayed in touch with many from his lap.
His contacts included: grandparents, siblings, cousins, and
many friends of old. He was a networker who spoke of
adventures and his many goals. He thought of others and often
lent a hand. He even gave gifts when coins fell through his
pockets’ holes. He was wise for his years, a natural counselor

— born. He firstly listened and then spouted words; but I
mostly miss his zany laugh. It was as if it said, “Is that all …
what’s up with that?” He had his own short comings but
they’ve also disappeared. Now that it’s done, I reckon he was
right. We’re here, for a quick span and when it’s over …
problems leave our sight.
When the tsunami scooped him up, he wasn’t near the ocean or
a sea. It seems it was the mighty wave of fate that took him
through the break. I can’t reason where he is, or observe what
happens to the dead. You can even say the rest … is only in my
head. Yet I intuit he’s surfing high, on some great new swell.
“There he is! I see him in my mind. He’s basking in the light,
with many smiling friends. A gentle breeze is blowing and
they’re greeting flying souls!” Some day I hope, we'll meet
again!
Ken Koskinen, a.k.a ―The Naked Psalmist,‖ July 19, 2009

In Loving Memory of Chuck Meroni
March 19, 1982 - Feb. 22, 2006
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